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1.   Introduction 

The ohancea for an Industrial investment project to b« successful 

•re largely determined at the time the relevant implementation agreement! 

are signed.    To increase the probability of success much attention is 

currently being given to investment promotion and the transfer of technology. 

Equally important, but ao far less intensively explored is the transfer of 

management skilie. 

UNIDO hue long bean cooperating with Governments in this field.    But 

a new initiative is underway which - together with other programmes - can 

lead to greatly increased economic     and social benefits from the immense 

resources being committed to industrialisation.   This paper explains the 

basis for the initiative and presents a preliminary outline of a 19TÔ-79 

work programme. 

2.    "Management Transfer" is a Priority Need for Industrialisation 

There is widespread recognition that the managerial aspects as well as 

financial and technical must be mastered   in order to create euccessful industries. 

The Lima Declaration calli for relevant actione under aectiona covering 

•Veasuree of national  scope",  "Cooperation among developing countries", and 

"Cooperation between developing and developed countriee"— 

The report— of the Intergovernmental Expert Group Meeting on Industrialisation 

ef the Least Developed Countriee (held in Vienna during November 1976) cites the 

importance of management in many of ita recommendati one-      The Expert Group called 

fer UNIDO cooperation in, i.a« development of special contracte to facilitate 

beneficial eetabliahment of faotoriea on a turnkey boeiei creation of industrial 

eensultanoy services integrating management with technical and banking elemento; 

/l    Lima Deci,  and Plan of Action on Ind. Dovei, and Co-op. March 1975- 
See especially paras «>8(i),(k),(n),(o)i 59(g),(h)| 60(b),(k)| 6l(d),(n)| 
62|  and 66 

fa   Ib/VR. 234/13, 5 January 1977 
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as well as urgent development of industrial accounting systems and nkills. 

It also emphasised/- that availability of organi Rational and management 

skill ia essential to ensure the success of industrial projects selected 

as prime-movers for "diversified development of the national economy". 

A meeting of Top-level Industrialists on Paotory Establishment Projects 

in Developing Countries was held in Vienna concurrently with the LDC meeting. 

/2 The meeting — formally adopted a number of suggestions to UHIIX) for aotione 

to further develop its cooperation programme. 

IX The following extract«Tire most relevant to the transfer of management 

issue! 

.   "Provide intensive assistance through development and implementation 

of pilot methods and projects, emphasising count ri ee most needing 

assist «noe and generally applying methodology Csuch as the following/! 

(b)   Provision of a project coordinator and/or a specialised 

technical and management advisers to a new enterprise 

earing planning, construction and start-up of operations. 

(i)   Advice on negotiating contracts for the acquisition of 

specialise i technological and management know-how without 

umnecessaegr concessions. 

M.... When foreign partners are involved, UNIDO should strive to promote 

co-operation leading to mutually beneficial project agreements and imple- 

mentation.    UNIDO should identify obstaoles to increased technical and 

economic eo-operation for accelerating factory establishment and take 

appropriate action to overcome them. 

/]_   Ibid, pg lft| under "Prime-mover industries". 

/?   Participants from Auotrin, Frwiee, Ghana, Ireland, Italy, India, Horocoo, 
Nidria,  Switzerland, Turkey, Veneeuela. 

lì   Quotations   from ID/'wn.237/l6, 4 Tanuary 1977 
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"Finalicen available for pilot project« ohould bo enhanced to mako 

the projects a ohow window for both local and outside parties.    Caso 

•tudì en -MM) manuals based on the projects Bhould be widely circulated 

to increase the multiplier and snowball effect.    Also other manuals 

and case8 Bhould be prepared by UNIDO to expand and/or better utilise 

•Justin? production capacities of the developing world. 

UHI DO should play an active role in helping medium {[size] companies 

of industrialized count ri os to release their technological and human 

potential for the benefit of local prospective entrepreneurs in 

developing countries." 

As mentioned in Section 1 relatively little attention has been paid 

to Management transfer as compared with technology transfer and investment 

promotion.    Relevant current articles of an operational nature seom to be 

written for the nearly-exclusive benefit of the foreign participant. 

Sensivity to developing countries' problems and aspirationn as well ac 

awarenees of industrialisation as an integrated and inter-related process 

Mem to be lacking.   A notable example of a positive contribution, but 

apparently one of a rare breed, is a ten-year old book, "The International 

Transfer of Corporate Skills'*— 

3.    example» of Opportunities for UNIDO Cooperation for Management Transfer 

As indicated in Section 1 UNIDO has cooperated with Governments for some 

years to achieve transfer of management skills on equitable term*.    UNIDO 

experta associated with technical cooperation projects in the field of 

Industrial investment projects often advise their host organisations concerning 

terms and conditions of proposed agreements for acquisition of management 

•erviceo.    UNIDO staff members    short-term advisory missions and Senior 

Industrial Development Field Advisers also provide ad hoc advice baaed on 

their own knowledge and experience. 

¿1   'ìabrioì, Poter P.     -    Doctoral Dissertation published by Diviaion of 
ìlefle.-trch Harvard University School of 
Busineaa AòminiotratJ on 
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But as the pace of industrialisation advances, the quantities of 

money and other resources committed to industrialisation inorsas« 

geometrically.    Consequently, the opportunities for UNIDO-Government 

co-oporation to aohieve substantial savings of money and time, or increases 

in project benefits to national economies, are enormous.    Four   examples 

of recent requests to UNIDO are cited below to illustrate the urgent need 

for further strengthening UNIDO's operational technical assistano« capability 

in this field. 

Example Case No.  1: Establishment of An Agricultural Implements Factory 

Several international firms wore invited to propose the establishment 

of an assembly/production unit in a least developed country.    UNIDO was 

requested to assist the Government in evaluating the proposals. 

The moot favourable of the three offers contained (in addition to 

technology transfer and licensing provisions) tho following additional draft 

documents covering provision of management servioest 

- Founders' Agreement 

- Management Assistance Agreement 

• Supply Agreement 

- Trade Mark Agreement 

• Operational Assistance Agreement 

Upon examination UNIDO found that the proposed terms of those inter- 

looking contracts would severely limit the 'advantages of industrialisation' 

available to the host country.    For examplei 

- Turnover of responsibility to qualified national staff would 

be many years in the future, if ever.    Management training ¿ 

provision« were extremely vague. 

- Product design was to be rigidly controlled by internntional head- 

quarters even though exports of the product were forbì rtdon,  thus 

severely rentrioting subcontracting to othnr local induntrien. 

» 
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- The forei<»n firm had an effective veto on nearly all 

management decisions and was to be exclusive supplier of moet 

production materiale at unilaterally set prices. 

- The proposed management fees would equal the foreign firm's 

investment in a few years. 

The draft agreements were also notable for some omissione.    For example, 

the foreign firm accepted no responsibility in the fields of marketing or of 

product services (repair and maintenanoe) which is obviously a criticai 

function in this case. 

Example Case Wo.  2;    Establishment of A Fertiliser Factory 

Several years ago the Government of an industrialising country approached 

the local UNIDO field offioer and said, "He have signed a oontraot for the 

establishment of a fertiliser factory.    Many terms of the contract are flexible 

and require careful actions on behalf of the Government   during erection and 

operation of the plant as well as during manufacture of the equipment. 

Our general manager is very capable but has no industrial experience.    We would 

like UNIDO's help to avoid unnecessary concessions and waste of resouroes in 

executing the project." 

Example Case Ho.  3»    Implementation of Industri ali cation Programme 
for a Basin Development Commission 

The secretariat of a river basin development commission has completed 

physical and infrastructure studies and worked out plans for power,  navigation, 

and irrigation works.    It has also studied industrial potentials and assigned 

priority to a number of specific projects, partly with UNIDO assistance.    The 

chief executive has requested UNIDO cooperation to design, install and operate 

a modern management system which will monitor and control implementation of the 

projects) identify critical decision points and obotaolesi and asoiat in 

allocating resources for most praetioal solutions. 

U--  J 
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trample Cass No. 4»   Mansgement of Existing Factories 

The Government of a country experiencing sudden and rapid industrialisation 

cabled urgently to request the provision of model contracts for the «equi aiti on 

of management services for factories producing several products in the    chemical 

and engineering sectors. 

UNIDO is confident that these sample cases reflect only a fraction of the 

opportunities for joint Government-UNIDO cooperation which can progressively 

save millions of dollars and increase economic and sooial benefits resulting 

from industri al. i «at i on. 

4.    Both Host Country and Foreign Participants Benefit from 
Management "Vansfer 

It must be made clear that both sides benefit from appropriate actions 

in this field.    Host countries benefit from increased economic and social 

gains within the national development framework.    Foreign participants benefit 

through (1) the inevitable fact that successful industrialization means mors 

and biggnr opportunities for their participation in the future and (2) although 

required adjustment of the terms they would otherwise have offered for provision 

of management services in a specific case may reduce remittances in the short 

run, the changes will help ensure continuation of good relations with the 

host government as well as growth and expansion of profit opportunities over 

the longer term. 

It goes without saying that a management transfer agreement is not   signed 

unless both sides expect to benefit from its execution.   This basic law of 

business transactions will not change.    Yet it ie possible that management service 

agreements be progressively modified to increase the effeotive benefits to the 

host country.    How is this possible withe at alienating or driving away the 

foreign participante?   There are several applicable answers, but one stands 

out.    This is the fact that most of the provisions in such agreements are 

capable of changes which favour the host country without materially injuring 

 J 
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the interests of the foreign participant*. 

As an example, in Case No.  1 above, it would be possible for the 

foreign collaborators to assist in organising repair and maintenance 

facilities - for a price.    This would go a long way towards easing the 

host country*s agricultural mechanisation diffioulties.    Further,  the 

prohibition against local design modifications oould be modified without 

injuring the functional reliability of the products.    Of course,  local 

parts production would increase and imports would be reduced, but the whole 

business would prosper sooner and product diversification might well accelerate. 

The foreign participant would be better off in the long run, if he applied 

imagination to the opportunities. 

5«    Outline of UNIDO Co-operation Programme 

It is UNIDO's premise - as briefly illustrated in the previous section - 

that management transfer agreements can be made much more effioient in 

contributing to self-sustaining industrialisation and eventual managerial 

•elf-reliance of the host country without becoming unacceptable or unattractive 

to serious prospective foreign participants.    UNIDO proposes to help speed 

achievement of the potential gains through a programme cf development, information 

and consultancy service».    The programme is designed to function at the level  of 

national actions as well as through co-operation among developing countries and 

co-operation between developing and industrialised countries.    It is closely 

coordinated with UNIDO*s programmes in transfer of technology and investment 

pronotion. 

The long-range objective of the programme is to help both developing and 

industrialised oountriee to increase the efficiency of the transfer of manage- 

ment process so that establishing new fact ori •« does in fact create the desired 

economic and social benefits.    To this end special attention will be paid to 

the integration of management transfer with technology transfer,  investment 

promotion and other necessary elements. 
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Tht aodlum-torm objectives of the programme arsi 

1) to strengthen the capability and eelf-relianoe of reoponnible 

official« in developing countries to define requirement« for, negotiate, 

and obtain full benefit« from the execution of agreement« with foreign 

supplier« of the range of management service« associated with industria- 

lisation, eraphasiüing their essential integration with corresponding technology 

transfer and investment aepeotsj and 

2) to assist proppective foreign suppliers of such service« to understand 

the special conditions and development objective« of the host countries and to 

prepare agreements whioh facilitate the application of their respective «kills 

for enhanced economic and social benefits to the host oountry while maintaining 

incentives for their own participation. 

Briefly, the programme on the International Transfer of Industrial 

Management Skill« include« three element* as follows! 

(a)   Development of Case«, Ouii 
Sources of Information Li 

debook, 

(b)   Joint Consultative Meetings and Symposia to 
disseminate information and share experiences 

(o)   Creation of a Coneultaney network, pilot application 
of result«, and eventually a Referral Servies 

The Factory Eetablishaent and Management Seotion has undertaken preparatory 

werk related to   the above and coopérât«« with other UNIDO section« - especially 

the Section for Development ana Transfer of Technology and the Industrial 

Cooperative Programme Office.    Utilising avallatala internal funding and 

U-  - 

f\    UWIDO has published some manuale on programmine»,  contracting, and monitoring 
T   the acquisition of equipment and eonntruction of ncv manufacturer facilities. • 

Thers in -\1so a manual on technology lirenninr as well as one on mihrnntrnettn«'. 
The only publication whioh includes the -.e finiti on of industrial mm moment 
servicer, is the "MMIUHI  on the SntabUshmmit of Tmluntrinl   'oint Venture 
Armements in Enveloping Countrion" which v.an published in 1971.    There in 
* <*reit need for updating and extending coveram  of thin  field in -in iH«»-?ritBd 
manner to ruren<rthen Hovel opin?» countrien'  nelf-mltfinne in entabliohinr, 
economirally and norially viable now induntrion. 
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voluntary contributions, a modo o t programme of international meotinßn and 

publications has been underway for several years and is increasingly do voting 

attention to this subject. 

Present pl*ns   aloo call for joint efforts with the UMIDO seetionc 

responsible for Cooperation Unions Ttevoloping Countries and Leant Developed 

Countri en.    Additional resources are being sought in accordance with the 

outline given above, and detailed project funding proposals are boin* 

negotiated.    A detailed but tentative workplan for 1978 - 79 is as fol lows t 

(a)    Select 3-5 developing countries in different 
stages of industri ali nation and obtain their 
agreement to participate in the programme. 
Carry out survey of existing activities in- 
cluding literature on the subject.   (Tanzania, 
Egypt, Sudan, Panama, Ouatamala,  Korea, 
Mexico, Saudi Arabia, ASEAN and Andean Pact 
countries are possible examples. ) 

(to)    A team of consultants (and a UNIDO staff 
member) will visit oach country to obtain 
information on several industrial projects. 
(Some of the projects will be in preparation 
stage and some already operating).    The cases 
will be selected to illustrate problems and 
opportunities associated with management  trans- 
fer and the integration of management aspects 
with technological and financial factors within 
the framework of national development objectives. 

(c)    The consultants will prepare country papers 
based on their visits and outline their 
recommendations.     Representatives of the 
oo—operating countries will join the 
consultants, UNITO staff,  and donor country 
officials in ari expert group meeting which 
will consider all aspects of the consultants' 
findings and recommendations.    Other UNIDO 
sections, especially the Section for the 
Development and Transfer of Technolog,  will 
be fully associated in the programme. 

(i)    Baoed on conclusions of +ho «port group 
meeting,  the consultants will prepare a 
detailed manual including guidelines, 
checklists, cane studien,   and information 
sources for publication in vn»lish, French 
and Spanish.    The manual will be for develop- 
ing countries' U30 in acTuiriir all olwnonts 
necessary to establish strong now industries 
by integrating management aspects with the 
other needed inputs. 

Arrangement with countries 
before January 1978. 
Survey Jan-Fob 1978« 

Feb-April 1978 

Preparation 
April-May 1978 

Expert Oroup Westing 
June 1978 

July-December 1978 
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tt)   An informal network of eonsultanoy firms 
in developing «und industrialized countries 
will be set vip to assist in implementing 
the findings of the programme on a pilot 
basis in selected oountrioe.    Experience 
from theoe pilot applications will be the 
subject of additional publications and 
will be one input to a follow-up programme 
(198O and beyond) to establish widespread 
awareness and application of the integrat- 
ed approach to establishing industries« 

(f)    Results of the project and follow-up 
alane will be discussed at a Preparatory 
Hasting of consultants, UMIDO, and Donor 
country officials to complete plans for 
the Symposium. 

(f)   A sympoeium with broader country partici- 
pation will be held near the end of the 
project to disseminate and promote the 

of the project's results. 

Establishment of network 
during 1978. 

Pilot applications 
October 1978-July 1979 

Forward planning for 1980-61 
beginning May-June 1979 
(for budget purposes) 

August or September 1979 

IfTf 
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